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Le Jour le Plus Court
Le Jour le Plus Court is “a grand, aimless promenade where one finds many things without
seeking them” (Eugene Green).
More concretely, Le Jour le Plus Court is a national Short Film Event that will take place
on December 21, the day of the winter solstice.
Presented by the National Center of Cinematography and the Moving Image and under
the patronage of Michel Gondry, the inspiration for this event is rooted in one strong but simple
idea: to show short films everywhere, on all screens, so that these films, which have become
richer and more creative following the digital revolution, can be shown to and interact with
the largest possible audiences.
Inspired by the hope and profound desire of its creators and of those who strive to promote
cinema, the idea is that on the shortest day of the year, situated at a turning point in the calendar,
a free and joyous event will be held each year, open to everyone, professional and amateur
creators alike, traditional distributors and new media, an event that will bring meaning and
beauty to everyone.
This event will be a participatory event. Anyone who wishes, be they professionals, amateurs,
individuals, businesses, associations, community groups and local governments… is invited
to show works on all screens and in all locations: movie theaters, of course, but also television
channels, on-demand video services, web sites, mobile screens, institutional locations
(auditoriums, theaters, museums…) or alternative locations (restaurants and bars, wastelands,
exterior walls, train stations, metro…).
This event has national ambitions, but following in the footsteps of the traditions of our most
outstanding festivals, it will be largely open to Europe and to the world.
The idea is really that each person can make it his own and be free to participate in his or her
own way. The production and distribution tools are there for anyone to use; the works are there,
more beautiful and diverse than ever before; and the digital revolution is taking us back
to the dawn of cinema, to the Lumière Brothers and to George Méliès; just like in the early days
of the animated image, everything is permitted and anything is possible.
A few seconds or a few minutes is all it takes to be transported to other universes, to fly to
the moon, to the subconscious, to travel back in time…
All that’s missing is the spark that will enable the general public to see these treasures
in the spotlight. Mirroring the summer solstice, which is dedicated to music, the winter solstice
seemed to be the ideal day – and night – to launch Le Jour le Plus Court.
I would be overjoyed if you could take part in this short film event, whether it be as a creator
or a spectator, producer or distributor, or even as all four at once!

Eric Garandeau
President of the CNC
www.lejourlepluscourt.com
contact@lejourlepluscourt.com
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Le Voyage dans la lune
(A Trip to the Moon)
By Georges Méliès
The CNC's French Film
Archives technologically
contributed to the restoration
of the hand-colorized copy,
presented at the opening of
the 64th Cannes Film Festival.

Le Jour le Plus Court:
An event that celebrates Short Films
Presented and run by the CNC, the National Center
of Cinematography and the Moving Image, based on
an idea from film directors.
This event will take place on December 21, day of
the winter solstice. The 2011 festival will be our “pilot”
edition.
The ambition is national, but the event will be largely
open to Europe and to the world.
Goals:
• promote the creation of short-length works (less than
60 minutes), to be presented to the public on December
21st,
• encourage the distribution of these works on all
screens and in all locations: movie theaters, television
services, video on demand services, web sites, mobile
screens, institutional and alternative locations,
• give the general public the opportunity to discover
the specifics of short films and the methods of creation
and production of these works, which encourage new
talents,
• emphasize the development of amateur films, which
contribute to cultural democratization and encourage
encounters between professionals, amateurs and
the general public.

Le Jour le Plus Court is a participatory event, open
to everyone, with no rules other than ethical behavior
toward the works and their creators: all organizers are
free to organize their schedules and make up the event
as they wish, provided they make sure to hold the proper
authorizations from the right-holders where protected
works are concerned (See Code of Conduct below.)
To help you choose, a catalogue with several hundreds
of films has been made available to organizers on
the Jour le Plus Court website. This catalogue is put
together by the Agence du Court Métrage (Short Film
Agency), and its rights have been acquired for the event
on December 21.

Projection of experimental films from Re:Voir Editions
during the 2005 International Screenwriters Festival.
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All initiatives and projects are entitled to receive
the Jour le Plus Court seal and to be referred to on
the Jour le Plus Court website.
All short film creators who would like to include their
works on the website may also do so.
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Projection Installation, Zinc, la Belle de Mai wasteland, Marseilles, 2010
Photo: Benoît Labourdette

A Steering Committee has been put together to ensure
the largest possible participation from institutions
and associations in the conception of this process
and its rollout in the field.
It is a flexible and open organization: the Steering
Committee must remain on a human scale, but all
professionals and lovers of short films are invited
to participate in organizing the event, whether from
a distance or up close, directly or indirectly.

Le Jour le Plus Court involves…
A catalogue of available films whose rights have been
cleared for the day.
A “Le Jour le Plus Court” seal which registers
the participant in the official program.
National media coverage.
Communication tools available to everyone.
Participants commit to…
Follow the terms for registration and respect the required
registration deadlines.
Organize their own film screenings.
To implement this first edition of Le Jour le Plus court,
the CNC has requested the participation of three
outside figures alongside the Center’s teams.
Artistic Director:
Isabelle Massot
Artistic Director and Cultural Mediation:
Benoît Labourdette
General Coordinator:
Sonia Jossifort

The Steering Committee met for the first time last
July 20, at the CNC offices, with the following line-up:
Agence du court métrage
Auteurs – Réalisateurs – Producteurs (ARP)
Arte France
Association française des cinémas d’art et d’essai
Canal+
Dailymotion
Fédération nationale des cinémas français
Clermont Ferrant Short Film Festival
France Télévisions
Groupement national des cinémas de recherche
Les Lutins du court métrage
MTV
SACD
Société des Réalisateurs de Films (SRF)
Syndicat des Producteurs Indépendants (SPI)
The CNC will associate the Regional Directorates
of Cultural Affairs (DRAC) and local territorial
administrations, particularly those who implemented
short film production aid funds, with the festival
organization. They can then conduct outreach activities
for local players.

This team’s mission is three-fold:
• Advise on artistic and technical issues
• Organize information and coordination
• Communicate to inform and encourage event
participation.

Mobile phone shooting workshops
2007 Pocket Films Festival, Forum des images.
Photo: Benoît Labourdette
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The success of Le Jour le Plus Court lies first of all
with the multiple networks that will be very active
in anticipation of December 21:
• Professional short film organizations: unions,
associations, festivals and distributors, who will suggest
initiatives.
• Cultural associations and mediators, to mobilize
amateur practices.
• Public and private partners to welcome, aid
and distribute short films.

Fast Movies night voyage, Avignon Festival 2011
(La manufacture, Mons 2015, Théâtre du manège, Quidam production).
Projection of What’s up Bastard by Morgan Simon.
Photo: Benoît Labourdette

On the big day – following the example of open artists’
studios – institutional and private locations, cinemas,
multimedia libraries, museums and associations will
open their doors to short films.
On this occasion:
• Movie theaters can redouble their efforts to show
short films – before full-length films, as matinees, etc.
• New distribution networks (e.g. websites and Internet
platforms) are invited to show short films or to call for
amateur films, by organizing competitions, for example.
• Non-trading companies and unions can organize
professional debates.
• Business foundations can give scholarships, through
intermediary associations, to encourage young people
to make their films for December 21.
• Social and cultural facilities and local associations
can participate by showing short films to their public.
• Etc.

Le Jour le Plus Court is also about showing films in
peculiar locations, like museums, transit areas (RATP
metro or SNCF railway stations), offering unusual
but complementary distribution channels to reach
a wider public.
Le Jour le Plus Court is also dedicating spaces
to amateur films: shooting with a cell phone camera
or a small Do It Yourself video camera, meeting
professionals and sharing practices through while
mixed professional and amateur projections.
Le Jour le Plus Court is an impressive tool for teaching
and socialization, which can encourage ties and
exchanges in cities, their suburbs, and in the countryside,
to show under-estimated or under-represented realities
– Greater Paris for example – naturally favoring
the democratization of access to artistic and cultural
practices.

Fast Movies night voyage, Avignon Festival 2011
(La manufacture, Mons 2015, Théâtre du manège, Quidam production).
Projection of World’s Best Mum, by Camille Hédouin and Jérôme Genevray.
Photo: Benoît Labourdette

Fast Movies night voyage, Via Pro Festival 2011, Mons, Belgium
(Théâtre du manège, Mons 2015,, Quidam production)
Photo: Alban Varlet.
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Code of Conduct
Le Jour le Plus Court is devoted to generosity and sharing.
The free access to films, for spectators, is therefore
enthusiastically encouraged.
Le Jour le Plus Court is also an opportunity to emphasize
other equally important values:
• Respect for copyright, starting with the right to live off
one’s work.
• Respect for the works’ integrity.
• Respect for the short film as a full-fledged
cinematographic work.
A Film Catalogue
A film catalogue, with several hundred titles, organized
according to various criteria (for easy programming:
organization by theme, region…) is made available by
the Agence du court métrage (Short Film Agency).
This catalogue will be divided up into two film categories:
short films for mass screenings and short films for the
Internet.
The film rights have only been acquired for the films in
this catalogue and for the day of December 21.
Participants may create their own programming, outside
of the catalogue being offered, but they must obtain
authorization from the right-holders.
Sophie Sherman
and Olivier Séror,
directors.
2011 Caméras Mobiles
Festival, Lux Scène
nationale de Valence.
Photo: Benoît Labourdette

Mobile phone shooting
workshops
REJI, Passeurs d’images
2006.
Photo: Benoît Labourdette

Filming of Le Vivier,
a short film
by Sylvia Guillet

Final session, VVV Audiovisual Directing Workshops, Maison des Métallos,
Paris, 2011. Photo: Benoît Labourdette

Dedicated Communication
Working in close cooperation with its partners, Le Jour
le Plus Court will use all possible communication relays
with national media, particularly with the help of preview
films and trailers.
It will make a website available for participants and
the general public, as well as a schedule.
It will also ensure that tools will be distributed to
participants (posters, mini-posters, postcards…).
Michel Gondry, Patron of the Short Film Event
The event will take place under the patronage
of Michel Gondry, a prolific and eclectic director
of full-length films, as well as several short films and
numerous music videos. This exceptionally inventive
and talented creator also conceived of the exhibition
“L'Usine des films amateurs" (Amateur Film Factory),
installed at the Centre Georges Pompidou from
February through April of 2011.
The Jour le Plus Court User’s Guide
Le Jour le Plus Court is taking responsibility for sending
out requests for participation, keeping an inventory
of initiatives, supporting them and initiating original
actions for and with specific locations (though it is up
to the organizer to find the financial aid necessary
to complete these projects).
Le Jour le Plus Court then approves each participant
through an agreement. This seal gives access to
the film catalogue and the communication kit, and allows
the participant to appear in the official program.
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A Few Last Words, For Now…
As with any living being, Le Jour le Plus Court will
certainly want to live as long as possible…
The goal is to come back, fresh as ever, on December
21 each year – coming back without repeating itself:
but the richness and perpetual novelty of short films
leaves no doubt as to the ability, and even the ease
of always creating outstanding events.
Anchoring this short period in time will – we hope –
enable us to solve another paradox: how to explain
the meager presence of short films in cinema screens
and their quasi-absence from television, outside of art
house theaters and festivals whose action is remarkable?
How to explain it, when short films are so well adapted
to the pace of modern life, to the era of split time,
of mobility and a certain form of post-industrial
neo-nomadism?
Even if the endurance of the full-length film is really
a reason for satisfaction and proof of the vitality
of an art that is resisting the diktat of Acceleration,
described so well by Hartmut Rosa, there is certainly
room for development so that short films can breathe
more easily…

Cinematographic technique training workshop for middle school teachers.
Cinéma Public, 2011. Photo: Benoît Labourdette

Beyond this Big Day, Le Jour le Plus Court hopes to:
• Give short format films the place they deserve with
distributors, particularly movie theaters and television
channels.
• Mobilize new screens in favor of short films,
on a long-lasting basis.
• Highlight the work of organizations that support
short films.
• Take into account the democratization of production
and distribution tools and the development of amateur
filming.
• Promote the essential role of networks and associations
that work the whole year long to program and promote
short films.
• Create links between professionals and amateurs.

And now, the ball is in your court…
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Contacts
Le Jour le Plus Court
Isabelle Massot
Artistic Director
06 61 71 71 70
isabelle.massot@lejourlepluscourt.com
Benoît Labourdette
Artistic Director and Cultural Mediation
06 80 03 19 83
benoit.labourdette@lejourlepluscourt.com
Sonia Jossifort
General Coordinator
06 12 52 33 90
sonia.jossifort@lejourlepluscourt.com
Anne Cochard
CNC, Director of Creation, Territories and Audiences
01 44 34 34 09
anne.cochard@cnc.fr
Milvia Pandiani-Lacombe
CNC, Director of Communication
01 44 34 36 95
milvia.pandiani@cnc.fr

